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SUPPORTING ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
BY RESPONSIBLE USE OF WATER AND ENERGY

Cilacap, 12 May 2023, PT Pan Brothers Tbk (the Company) proved its responsibility and commitment to

environmental sustainability by receiving 2 (two) awards for the 2023 Energy and Water Saving Movement which

was included in a series of Earth Day commemoration events in Central Java Province.

As a form of responsibility to the Earth, sustainable earth management is a top priority that must be carried out

together. To make this happen, the Central Java Provincial Government collaborates with the Central Java

Energy and Mineral Resources Agency (ESDM) in organizing a series of Earth Day commemoration events,

which are celebrated globally every April 22. This year, the Earth Day commemoration was held on May 12, 2023

at ABC Field in Bulupayung Village, Kesugihan, Cilacap Regency with the theme "Invest in Our Planet through

Sustainable Mining".

The Earth Day commemoration event involved mining businesses, electricity businesses, energy businesses,

and business groups that have used renewable energy. At this celebration, the Good Mining Practice (9GMP),

Energy Independent Village (DME), and Energy and Water Saving Movement (HEA) awards became an

important agenda given to parties who were instrumental in supporting and implementing sustainable practices.

In an effort to support the commitment to achieve Net Zero Emission by 2060, the 2023 Energy and Water

Saving Movement Award was held as a form of appreciation for community participation in energy and water

conservation, as well as a means to publicize energy conservation practices among industries and high schools

in Central Java.

PT Pan Brothers Boyolali and PT Prima Sejati Sejahtera are the two companies that received the HEA 2023

award, in recognition of their support and commitment to the national decarbonization target. Both companies

have implemented various initiatives and work programs in water and energy use management. Starting from the

formation of sustainability committees, water and energy saving programs, to the use of solar panels which is one

of the leading initiatives. Hopefully, the synergy of sustainability implemented within the corporate body can

become an example for other textile and apparel industry sectors in Central Java.

Together, let us build a better future through decarbonization and a real commitment to the environment!


